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The Lotus Sutra, Nichiren & Social Action

- Written at the beginning of the Common Era, a text of myths and parables promoting the way of the bodhisattva over that of “selfish” practitioners focused on individual enlightenment.

- In ancient China & Japan, it is felt to have magical powers to bring about healing and ensure good fortune in this life.

- Saicho 最澄 (767-822), the founder of Tendai 天台宗, promoted it as a “nation protecting sutra”.

- Nichiren 日蓮 (1222-1282) was a Tendai monk from a small village in remote Chiba who tried to bring the teachings of the Lotus Sutra to the common people by advocating recitation in homage of it: Namu Myo-ho Renge-kyo 南無妙法蓮華経.
He lived in Kamakura and had a confrontational relationship with the military government, offering unsolicited advice on political affairs, and eventually being sent into exile.

Nichiren interpreted the *Lotus Sutra* as the unifying and single universal truth or single vehicle (*ekayana 一乗*) of Buddhism and all reality.

Belief in its teachings would save Japan from calamity (the Mongol invasion) and bring prosperity by manifesting the Buddha’s Pure Land in this world.

His teachings and life led to both an understanding of making society a better place for the people now and also sometimes to sectarian hatred of other schools and fundamentalism.
3 Contemporary Strands of Lotus Sutra Based Engaged Buddhism
The *Lotus Sutra* in Service of Nationalism

- *Lotus Sutra* and Nichiren based groups developed a particular form of right wing nationalism in the early 1900s called Nichirenism.

- It conflated the universal teachings of the *Lotus Sutra* with the idea of Japan’s divine role in bringing this universalism to the world.

- Emphasizing Nichiren’s controversial teachings: 1) converting people by any means (*折伏* shakubuku) because they cannot see the real truth of the *Lotus Sutra* in this Final Age of Buddhism (*末法* mappo); 2) non-cooperation with other “deluded” religions, especially Pure Land Buddhists (*不受不施* fujufuse).
Soka Gakkai was created by Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (1871-1944), an educational reformer who clashed with the centralized education system and promoted “rural educators to take the lead in developing educational initiatives attuned to their own communities.” But this was promoted for the foundation for a stronger Japanese imperial state under the Emperor.

In 1928 converted to Nichiren Sho-shu 日蓮正宗, a small and extreme sub-sect of the Nichiren sect. Arrested in 1943 for denying State Shinto over Buddhism & the Lotus Sutra and died the following yea in prison from malnutrition.
Sokka Gakkai claims he was anti-war & anti-emperor, but arrested for refusing to keep Shinto altar venerating the Sun Goddess & the Emperor in their homes. Like Nichiren, he was very nationalist but not on the basis of Shinto teachings but rather the teachings of the Lotus Sutra.

After the war, under the leadership of his disciple, Josei Toda, and then Daisaku Ikeda, it developed “cultish” qualities by engaging in a national campaign of conversion (折伏 shakubuku) and telling people to leave their traditional family temples (不受不施 fuju-fuse).

Became one of the largest Buddhist groups in Japan. Has worked internationally on various progressive social agendas, such as anti-nuclear weapons, bringing in big name international figures.

Formed a major political party called the Komeito 公明党 which has been a coalition partner with the right leaning Liberal Democratic Party and their agenda to change Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution.
In the Center: Rissho Koseikai

Rissho Koseikai 立正佼成会 Formed 1938 as lay Buddhist denomination emphasis study and practice over the priest-centered traditional Japanese Buddhism.

Similar to many other smaller such groups, such as Reiyukai 霊友会 and Kodosan 孝道山, which have provided new urban community to many rural immigrants in the post-war boom. These groups have also had charismatic female shamans who did faith healing. Like Soka Gakkai became a very large organization.

They also developed progressive international peace campaigns and have generally supported progressive to center-left political candidates in Japan.
Nipponzan Myohoji 日本山妙法寺 (Left) founded in 1917 by Rev. Nichidatsu Fujii 藤井日達 (1885–1985) who had become an itinerant pilgrimaging monk of the Nichiren sect.

He journeyed into Korea and China to spread the teachings of the *Lotus Sutra* and eventually to spiritually support Japanese troops in these areas.
Encounter with Gandhi

“Out of the tradition of Hinduism, there emerged Buddhism which embodies the idea of non-violence in its most complete form. It was indeed an important development. Buddhism is not only necessary for promoting a peaceful revolution in today’s India but also is a tool of spiritual guidance with which to save all the human race who are involved in acts of violence and wars; it encourages abolition of all means of violence ... My wish for the eternity of the Buddha (genrai kike) and the non-violent revolution which Gandhi advocated came from the same origin, the doctrine of Buddhism ... This concept cannot be fully expressed in the term “revolution”, and in Buddhism it is referred to as “attainment of Buddhahood”. The ultimate revolutionary aim of Buddhism consists in having both man and the world attain Buddhahood. Completely detached from things like political power, the human race should leap above all such conflicts. This is the true essence of Buddhist revolution.”

“What led me to assert non-resistance, disarmament, and the abolition of war was not my encounter with Mr. Gandhi. When the atom bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and I saw hundreds of thousands of innocent women and children die as though burned at the stake and poisoned, victims of a tragedy unprecedented in human history; when I saw Japan forced to accept unconditional surrender, then I understood the madness, folly, and barbarousness of modern war.”

Stone, Jacqueline I. “Nichiren’s Activist Heirs: Sōka Gakkai, Risshō Kōseikai, Nipponzan Myōhōji.”, p.79
Unique Aspects of Nipponzan Myohoji in Post-War Period

- Ascetic lifestyle of monks and nuns, a small order uninterested in social prestige
- A complete dedication to civil protest, specifically on issues surrounding militarism such as U.S. military bases in Japan and nuclear weapons.
- First anti-nuclear protests after the exposure of Japanese fishermen to American nuclear testing on Bikini Atoll in 1954.
- Protests against American military bases in Japan—one of the most memorable being their solidarity with farmers and local citizens in facing police brutality at sit-ins opposing the Sunagawa Airforce Base in 1957.
- One of its monks was a leading founder of the Interfaith Forum for the Review of National Nuclear Policy 原子力行政を問い直す宗教者の会
International Outreach

- Like Soka Gakkai and Rissho Koseikai, they have also been active in international activities
- anti-nuclear arms protests in the United States in the 1980s
- peace witness during the civil war in Sri Lanka that led to the murder of one of its monks in 1984.
- peace walks with Maha Ghosananda in Cambodia in the 1990s
- a peace walk through Central and North America in 1992 to commemorate the 500th anniversary of Columbus’ arrival in the New World and the subsequent oppression of indigenous peoples
- A peace walk from Auschwitz to Hiroshima in 1995 on the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II
- protest of nuclear energy and its perception as an alternative green energy to CO2 generating fossil fuels in the USA at the site of the Exelon’s Limerick Nuclear Generating Station in 2010
Engagement in Anti-Nuclear Energy since 3/11

Civilization is not the development of electricity, nor the building of airplanes, nor the production of nuclear bombs. Civilization is rather not taking the life of others, not destroying things, not engaging in warfare, and creating mutual intimacy and friendship as well as mutual respect.

-Nichidatsu Fujii
Engagement in Anti-Nuclear Energy since 3/11

- The first Buddhist group to make a public appeal to end nukes after 3/11 on March 20, 2011
- Started leading national pilgrimages to nuclear power plants for fasting and vigil in 2012
- Have joined the larger civil society movement to combine the nuclear issue with the preservation of Article 9 & Japan’s pacifist constitution, the existence of U.S. military bases in Japan, and the Abe government’s various bills to limit civil rights
Abolish All Nuclear Reactors
Marching and Chanting

- Japanese Lotus Sutra & Pure Land Buddhist monks in Anti-Nuclear March June 6, 2012
- Japanese Buddhists at Historic No Nuke Rally in Tokyo June 29, 2012
- Nipponzan Myohoji Anti-Nuclear Fasting and Prayer Vigil May 6, 2013
- Nipponzan Myohoji Peace Walk 2014 Day 1 TEPCO Headquarters June 7, 2014
Critical Conclusions

- Inability to get other Buddhist groups to join their activities
- Lack of systematic community building during their pilgrimages
- Naïve faith in the power of reciting the *Lotus Sutra* to create social change?
Sincere Dedication

Wednesday evening at sunset December 12, 2018 in front of the National Diet building